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U nveiling the mechanism of gene expression in living organisms would be one of the main goals 
in modern biology. To this end， there have been many attempts to investigate the structure and 
dynamics of DNA-proteins (“histone") complexes known as "chromatin" j a common ph部 isin 
al eukaryotes. 
The compaction of eucaryotic DNA involves several hierarchical steps (starting from the 
“nucleosome" formation， i.e.， DNA wrapping around a histone， tohighest-ordered chromosome 
in mitotic phase)， but unfortunately， almost entire section of chromatin structure is not known 
yet. Although it is widely recognized that chromatins function by utilizing various specific mech-
anisms， one also approves of the imperative impact of general (most importantly electrostatic) 
interactions. Given the current poor understanding on chromatin behaviours， then， itwould 
be a natural strategy to focus on a simple model system by constructing chromatin analogues 
governed by general interactions only， whose properties are controllable with comparative ease. 
Such an approach is also expected to provide useful insights on the application in gene therapy. 
2 Folding of“Artificial Chromatin" 
Our system of“町tificialchromatin" consists of a long semiflexible polyelectrolyte (PE) and op-
positely charged nanosized particles (NPs). They interact via steric and electrostatic (modelled 
by Debye-Huckel type potential) forces. This simple model exhibits a rich variety of behaviours. 
We first identify three distinct interaction modes between PE and NP; 1) random adsorption， 
2) regular wrapping and.3) collection. These modes are shown to be highly correlated to the 
manner of the PE folding. 
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In suitable conditions with regular wrapping mode， structures reminiscent of real chromatins 
are obtained. The manner of PE folding induced by the addition of NPs is markedly influenced 
by the salt concentration. We will argue the mechanism of the chromatin folding by analyzing 
real as well部 numericalexperiments. 
Figure 1: Typical structures of “artificial chromatin" obtained in numerical experiments. 
[Left]κ-1 (Debye length) = 1， Np (number of NPs) = 10， [Middle]κ-1 = 1， Np = 15， [Right] 
κ一1= 0.3， Np = 10， where the unit length is the diameter of chain monomers. 
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